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Abstract. We introduce an adaptive call admission control mechanism for wireless/mobile networks supporting multiple

classes of traffic, and discuss a number of resource sharing schemes which can be used to allocate wireless bandwidth to different

classes of traffic. The adaptive call admission control reacts to changing new call arrival rates, and the resource sharing mechan-

ism reacts to rapidly changing traffic conditions in every radio cell due to mobility of mobile users. In addition, we have provided

an analytical methodology which shows that the combination of the call admission control and the resource sharing schemes guar-

antees a predefined quality-of-service to each class of traffic. One major advantage of our approach is that it can be performed

in a distributed fashion removing any bottlenecks that might arise due to frequent invocation of network call control functions.

1. Introduction

Multimedia applications necessitate support of dif-

ferent classes of traffic with diverse quality-of-service

requirements which need to be guaranteed by the trans-

mission network. Provisioning of QoS requires conges-

tion and admission control which is a problem that has

been studied extensively in the past (see, for example, [1^

3]). Networks supporting multimedia wireless applica-

tions require dynamic resource allocation and admission

control which is a much more complex problem in wire-

less networks as compared to wired networks. This is

due to the fact that support of multimedia applications

requires micro/picocellular architectures in order to

provide a higher capacity [4]. However, micro/picocel-

lular architectures give rise to a high rate of hand-offs

due to the small coverage area of each base station. Fre-

quent hand-off will result in rapidly changing traffic

load in the network and frequent invocation of network

control functions to allocate capacity to mobile connec-

tions dynamically. One major factor to be considered in

the wireless networks is the complexity of the network

control functions performing dynamic resource alloca-

tion and call admission. These control functions need to

be simple and performed in a decentralized manner in

order to avoid potential bottlenecks [5^8].

Hierarchical decomposition techniques have been

proposed in the past for dynamic control of integrated

networks with multiple classes of traffic [10]. Similarly,

we break up the dynamic control and resource allocation

in integrated wireless networks into two independent

sub-problems: (1) we perform class-based wireless call

admission control; and (2) within the area covered by

each base station, we allocate wireless bandwidth to all

admitted connections according to some scheduling (or

resource sharing) algorithm which is directly related to

the class of traffic and its quality-of-service require-

ments. This approach extends the scheduling and admis-

sion control separation principle introduced for

broadband switching in [11] to wireless networks sup-

portingmultiple classes of traffic withQoS guarantees.

The ultimate goal of our scheme is to provide a prede-

fined packet-level quality-of-service (defined e.g. based

on packet delay, jitter, and loss statistics) to each class of

traffic. In order to achieve this, we pre-determine the

amount of bandwidth BW
i

required by each connection

in a class of traffic (i) in order tomaintain its packet-level

quality-of-service [9]

1

. Now, the wireless call admission

control takes the following parameters into account to

make an admission decision: (1) the class of traffic (i); (2)

the amount of bandwidth (BW
i

) required by each con-

nection in that class; (3) the number of calls of each class

in the radio cell where the call seeks admission and its

surrounding cells; and (4) the amount of wireless

resource available in radio cell where the call seeks

admission and its surrounding cells.

As far as the wireless call admission control is con-

cerned, the admission threshold for different classes of

traffic (or the admission region) can be calculated based

on the traffic and hand-off characteristics, call holding

time statistics, desired quality-of-service of each class of
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Using this approach, we might over-allocate radio bandwidth to a

connection since the multiplexing gain at the packet-level is not

taken into account. This means that the packet-level QoS provided

by the system might be higher (or better) than the anticipated or

guaranteed level. Furthermore, we assume a reliable link which

provides a very low bit-error-rate.
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traffic, and the resource sharing algorithm used by each

base station. In order to react to changing traffic pat-

terns and to allocate the scarce wireless resource effi-

ciently, the admission threshold of different classes (or

the admission region) is recalculated periodically. We

refer to the time between two consecutive admission

threshold calculations as the fixed admission period

which is relatively long compared to a typical call hold-

ing time. During the fixed admission period, admission

thresholds of different classes remain fixed and each

base station estimates the Erlang load of each class of

traffic. These estimates are reported to the network call

controller at the end of the fixed admission period and

are used by the network admission controller to calcu-

late admission thresholds for different classes of traffic

in the next fixed admission period. Since the fixed admis-

sion period is relatively long, the invocation of network

call control functions would not be of any concern. The

resource sharing algorithm is used by each base station

to allocate wireless bandwidth to every connection based

on its quality-of-service requirements and the quality-

of-service requirements of other connections sharing the

same base station. The scheduling algorithm is per-

formed in a decentralized fashion and ensures that base

station capacity is efficiently shared among different

classes of connections. It reacts to the frequent change of

the number ofmobile terminals within each radio cell.

It is important to note that provisioning of QoS to dif-

ferent classes of traffic necessitates a highly reliable

radio link between the wireless terminals and its access

point [5]. First of all, due to delay sensitivity of realtime

traffic such as voice or video, temporary link outages

need to be mitigated. Secondly, multipath and shadow

fading which give rise to varying bit error rate of the

radio link need to be combatted in order to maximize the

radio channel throughput and minimize retransmission.

This can be done for example by using array antennas

and optimal combining [12,13]. In addition, the system

must provide means for maintaining a highly available

radio link, rapid hand-off, and signaling for resource

management purposes [5]. In this paper, we focus on the

mobility aspect of wireless/mobile networks supporting

multiple classes of traffic and defer the discussion of the

effect of time varying radio channel on multimedia traf-

fic to a later paper.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we

discuss the class-based call admission control. In sec-

tion 3, we consider three intra-cell resource sharing

mechanisms and define how they are used to allocate

wireless bandwidth to different classes of traffic. The

model discussed in section 4 provides an analytical

methodology to calculate the QoS for different classes

of traffic subject to the call admission control and the

scheduling algorithm. Finally, in section 5, we provide

some numerical results and discuss different trade-offs

associated with bandwidth requirements and scheduling

mechanisms.

2. Class-based wireless call admission

Our approach to class-based wireless call admission

is based on the cell-cluster concept [5] which is a group of

adjacent cells. Whenever a new mobile connection seeks

admission to a cell-cluster, the cell-cluster call controller

will admit (or reject) the call based on (1) the class of

the mobile connection, (2) the number of wireless con-

nections of each class already admitted to that cell-clus-

ter. It is important to note that once a wireless

connection is admitted to a cell-cluster, it can freely

hand-off from one base station to another without the

involvement of the call controller. As discussed in sec-

tion 1, the admission threshold for different classes is

updated periodically to adapt to changing traffic condi-

tions. However, once a wireless connection is admitted,

the probability of encountering a congestion state which

can arise due to momentary high load conditions is lim-

ited to a pre-defined level.

2

Based on the total mobile connection load in a given

geographical area (such as the area covered by a number

of neighboring cell-clusters), the number of base stations

and the coverage area of each need to be designed in

such a way that under normal conditions, the blocking

probability of new calls due to admission control is suita-

bly low [7].

2.1. Class-based quality-of-service metrics

Generally, our methodology can be applied to wire-

less networks supporting a large number of traffic

classes. However, we consider two major classes of traf-

fic, i.e. realtime and non-realtime, in this paper. These

two classes of wireless connections are differentiated on

the basis of the action initiated when a radio congestion

state is encountered. For real time or class I connections

such as voice or video, the connection must be dropped

if the mobile moves into a congested area where no wire-

less channel is available. Hence, we define the QoS

metric of a class I connection to be the hand-off dropping

and forced call termination probability [14].

Class II calls are data connections which support

applications requiring reliable transport and are charac-

terized by their delay tolerance and loss sensitivity.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) might typify such

connections. Data connections typically do not require

realtime transport of the information through the net-

work and are therefore more tolerant to delay as com-

pared to voice and video connections. Delay tolerance is

2

Whenever a mobile connection leaves its associated cell-cluster in

the middle of the call, it seeks admission to a new cell-cluster. We

refer to this as the cell-cluster hand-off. By giving cell-cluster hand-

off calls priority over new calls, the probability of encountering a

congested radio state during a cell-cluster hand-off is reduced. The

priority mechanism is designed based on the arrival rate of hand-

off as well as new calls so that enough capacity remains available

for the cell-cluster hand-off calls.
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equivalent to acceptance of a variable service rate

from the transport network, and data transport proto-

cols are designed in such a way that when the network is

congested, the arrival rate of new packets to the net-

work is reduced (by reducing the window size, or other

flow control mechanisms) [15]. Once the congestion

passes, the normal flow of packets into the network is

resumed. Thus, once a wireless data connection encoun-

ters a congested area wherein the total available wire-

less capacity is smaller than the total instantaneous

capacity required by wireless terminals in that area, the

end-to-end control entity (e.g. transport protocol) will

observe the congestion and will reduce the flow of new

packets into the network. In other words, instead of

queuing or dropping a wireless data connection which

hands-off to a congested radio cell, the wireless band-

width of that cell can be ``shared'' by all wireless con-

nections within that cell. The average available rate and

the probability that the average available rate is smaller

than a certain threshold are two quality-of-service

metrics which we consider for a mobile/wireless data

connection [7].

Regarding the wireless resources, the purpose of call

admission control is to limit the number of in-progress

wireless calls such that, once a wireless call is admitted,

the probability of its encountering a congested radio

state is acceptably low as to provide the required QoS.

This is done by blocking new wireless call setup requests

when the number of existing calls has reached this limit.

Thus, the new-call blocking probability is another QoS

metric which needs to be considered for all classes of

wireless traffic.

3. Scheduling

In this section, we discuss three different scheduling

mechanisms which define how the wireless spectrum of

any radio cell is shared among realtime and non-realtime

connections within its domain. In our model, we define

bandwidth in terms of Units of Bandwidth (UB), where

each realtime connection uses a fixed amount of band-

width equal to BW
I

UB, and a total bandwidth ofC
I

UB

is assigned to realtime connections in each base station.

A realtime connection is dropped if it hands-off to a base

station in which the bandwidth used by all realtime con-

nections is equal to C
I

UB. At any given time, the band-

width available to non-realtime connections is shared

equally between all of them.

Sharing schemes for different types of connections

have been studied in the past in the context of integrated

networks [16^18]. In this chapter, we consider three sim-

ple intra-cell scheduling mechanisms which all have two

attributes in common: (1) realtime connections can use

up to C
I

UB of a base station with pre-emptive priority

over non-realtime connections to meet their strict delay

requirements; (2) the value of C
I

is updated at the begin-

ning of each fixed admission period and remains

unchanged during that period. In the following, we

describe these sharing mechanisms which differ in the

way non-realtime connections use the wireless band-

width not utilized by realtime connections. We denote

the total base stationwireless capacity byC.

� Complete Partitioning (CP) ^ In this scheme, the

base station capacity is completely partitioned where

realtime connections use up to C

I

UB, and C ÿ C

I

UB is assigned to non-realtime connections. This

scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). As we discuss later,

this scheme is the least efficient scheme.

� Class I Complete Access (CA) ^ In this scheme, real-

time connections can use up to the total base station

capacity (C
I

� C) with pre-emptive priority over

non-realtime connections. At any given time, the

capacity not utilized by realtime connections is

equally shared between all non-realtime connec-

tions. This scheduling mechanism is shown in Fig.

1(b).

� Class I Restricted Access (RA) ^ In the restricted

access mechanism illustrated in Fig. 1(c), realtime

connections can use up to (and not more than)

C

I

< C UB with pre-emptive priority over non-real-

time connections in any radio cell, and C ÿ C

I

UB is

dedicated to non-realtime connections. Similar to the

CA mechanism, the capacity not utilized by realtime

connections is available to non-realtime connections

at any given time.

Fig. 1. Resource sharing schemes used by each based station.
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4. Analysis

In this section, we provide a model to calculate the

QoS of class I (realtime) and class II (non-realtime) traf-

fic subject to call admission control described in section

2. The analysis is carried out for each of the three

resource sharing mechanisms discussed in section 3. We

consider cellular wireless systems where the full radio

spectrum is reused in every cell [13], and each base sta-

tion covers a fixed geographical area. This model resem-

bles a Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) scheme in

systems with spectrum partitioning. We perform call

admission control for class I and class II traffic. A new

call admission request is rejected if the number of exist-

ing calls of the same class (as the class of the new call) in

the cell-cluster is equal to the admission threshold corre-

sponding to that class of traffic. We denote N

I

as the

admission threshold of class I (or realtime) traffic, and

N

II

as the admission threshold of class II (or non-real-

time) traffic. In addition, we denote B as the number of

base stations in a cell-cluster.

4.1. Realtime traffic

For realtime connections, we calculate the steady

state probability of the number of connections per base

station, the new call blocking probability, hand-off

dropping probability, and forced call termination prob-

ability in a wireless/mobile network subject to wireless

call admission control using the analysis presented in

[14]. We consider a homogeneous system in which the

new realtime call arrivals are Poisson with rate �
I

per

radio cell, the call duration is exponentially distributed

with mean 1=�
I

, and the time a call spends with any base

station before handing-off to another base station is

exponentially distributed with mean 1=h
I

where the

hand-off rate is denoted by h
I

. We assume that the hand-

off rate from any cell to any other cell is such that all cells

experience the same rate of arrival of hand-off calls.

This would arise, for example, when a call hands-off to

any adjacent cell with equal probability, or when the

hand-off probability to any cell at distance r from the

original cell isP
r

such that

P
all r

P

r

� 1, or for any other

hand-off pattern that would result in a homogenous

load distribution among all cells. (Our model can be

extended to incorporate different rates in a non-homoge-

neous system.) Furthermore, we assume that all wireless

real-time connections are of the same type (e.g. 10 kbps

voice connections), and that any base station can sup-

port up to m
I

calls. The hand-off dropping can be taken

into account by considering the fact that the effective or

actual call departure rate �
I

e

is higher than the ``natural''

call departure rate �
I

. Thus, we use the following

approximation to derive the call blocking probability of

the controlled system. A new call can be blocked by the

network admission controller if the total number of calls

in the cluster exceeds a predetermined threshold, or if

the base station covering its geographical area is full and

cannot support any additional connections. We denote

the probability of being blocked by the admission con-

troller by P

AB

. Since �
I

is the new call arrival rate per

radio cell in a cell-cluster, the admission blocking prob-

ability of new calls is given by P
AB

� E��B�
I

=�
I

e

�;N
I

�,

where E��;m
I

� represents the Erlang loss formula

defined as ��
m

I

=m
I

!�=�

P
m

I

i�0
�
i

=i!�. In addition, the effec-

tive departure rate of wireless calls from the system is

given by �
I

e

� �
I

� h

I

P

HD

, where P

HD

denotes the

hand-off dropping probability. Thus, the effective

Erlang load in any radio cell is given by �
e

� �
I

e

=�
I

e

,

where �
I

e

� �
I

�1ÿ P

AB

�. Assuming that mobile hand-

offs (or movement patterns) are independent and identi-

cal, and that the arrival of newly admitted calls to any

cell is Poisson, we model the aggregate arrival of calls to

any cell in a cell-cluster subject to call admission control

as Poisson. As a result, the hand-off dropping probabil-

ity can be calculated as P
HD

� E��
e

;m
I

�. Hence, P
AB

and P
HD

can be calculated by solving the following set of

non-linear equations:

�
I

e

� �
I

� h

I

P

HD

; �1�

�
I

e

� �
I

�1ÿ P

AB

� ; �2�

P

AB

� E��B�
I

=�
I

e

�;N
I

� ; �3�

P

HD

� E���
I

e

=�
I

e

�;m
I

� : �4�

The above set of equations can be solved by repeated

substitution [14].

3

Based on the above and since a new

call can be blocked by the admission controller, or after

being admitted, by a base station which is fully loaded,

the total blocking probability of a new call is given by

P

B

' 1ÿ �1ÿ P

AB

��1ÿ P

HD

�. Under heavy load con-

ditions ��!1�, eq. (4) approaches an asymptote and

the hand-off dropping probability can be calculated as

follows:

P

HD;1
� lim

�
I

!1

P

HD

� E���
I

e;1
=�

I

e

�;m
I

�

� E�N
I

=B; m
I

� : �5�

The above result can be explained as follows. Under

heavy load conditions, the cell cluster will always have

N

I

calls. Hence, the Erlang load on any cell is given by

N

I

=B and the hand-off dropping probability is given by

E�N
I

=B;m
I

�. Assuming an exponential call duration

time and independent hand-off dropping probability in

radio cells, the forced termination probability (the prob-

3

Strictly speaking, our analysis does not incorporate hands-offs

between cell-clusters explicitly. However, since the aggregate hand-

off traffic leaving a cell-cluster at every radio cell is statistically

equivalent to the hand-off traffic arriving to that radio cell from

other cell-clusters in a homogeneous system, our model incorpo-

rates the hand-off traffic between cell-clusters implicitly and cap-

tures the effect of reduced Erlang load on every radio cell in a

system subject to call admission control.
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ability that a call is forcefully terminated prior to its

completion due to a hand-off dropping) is given by [19]

P

T

�

P

HD

�
I

h

I

� P

HD

: �6�

The steady-state distribution of number of calls in

any cell of the cell-cluster subject to call admission con-

trol can also be approximated by

P

I

�i� � ���
e

�
i

=i!�=�

XmI

i�0

��
e

�
i

=i!� ; �7�

where �
e

� �
I

e

=�
I

e

is calculated based on the fixed point

approximation as described in the above and P
I

�i� is the

steady state probability that i calls are within any test

cell in the cell cluster. Generally speaking, as the number

of cells in a cell cluster and the number of calls that each

base station can support (m
I

) increases, the Poisson arri-

val assumption becomes stronger and the calculation of

the steady-state distribution as described in the above

would provide very accurate results. Under heavy load

conditions, this assumption is not valid for small cell

clusters where each base station can support only a very

small number of connections (such as high bandwidth

video traffic). In [14], we have provided a model where

the call arrival to any cell is represented by a Markov-

Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) which can be used

for amore accurate calculation of the steady-state distri-

bution under such conditions.

4.2. Non-realtime traffic

Regarding the data traffic, the model in [6] is used to

calculate the steady state probability of number of non-

realtime connections. Let us consider a homogeneous

system in which the new non-realtime call arrivals are

Poisson with rate �
II

per radio cell, the call duration is

exponentially distributed with mean 1=�
II

, and the time

a call spends with any base station before handing-off to

another is exponentially distributed. Similar to the anal-

ysis of realtime connections, we assume that the hand-

off rate from any cell to any other cell is such that all cells

experience the same rate of arrival of hand-off calls.

Furthermore, we assume that all wireless non-realtime

connections are of the same type and that each base sta-

tion has a wireless bandwidth of C. In addition, we

assume that the total base station capacity is shared

equally among all active mobile users within its domain

at any given time.

A wireless network without call admission control

can bemodeled as an open queuing network ofM=M=1

queues, and the steady-state distribution of the number

of mobiles per radio cell is given by a Poisson distribu-

tion ��n� � �
n

e

�ÿ��
=n!, where � � �

II

=�
II

is the Erlang

load per radio cell. Now, if we perform call admission

control and limit the number of calls admitted to a cell-

cluster with B base stations to a value not greater than

N

II

, then the state-space of the system is a truncation of

the state-space of the above open queuing network and

has a product form equilibrium distribution where the

probability of there being i mobiles in any cell, P
II

�i�, is

given by [6]

P

II

�i� � ����
i

=i!�

P
N

II

ÿi

k�0
��B ÿ 1���

k

=k!

P
N

II

k�0
�B��

k

=k!

: �8�

Also, we note that, under heavy traffic conditions, the

steady-state distribution of the number of mobiles

within any cell approaches a Binomial distribution:

lim

���!1

P

II

�i� � lim

���!1

���
i

=i!

P
N

II

ÿi

k�0
��B ÿ 1���

k

=k!

P
N

II

k�0
�B��

k

=k!

�

�B ÿ 1�
N

II

ÿi

=�i!�N
II

ÿ i�!����
N

II

�B��
N

II

=N
II

!

�

N

II

i

� �
1

B ÿ 1

� �
i

B ÿ 1

B

� �
N

II

: �9�

The wireless bandwidth available to any mobile term-

inal is a discrete random variable P
r

where r is the avail-

able rate and belongs to the discrete space

fC;C=2;C=3; . . . ;C=N
II

g. The steady state probability

of a rate r � C=i being available to a mobile terminal is

given by

P

r�C=i
�

i P

II

�i�

G

; �10�

where G �

P
N

i�0
iP

II

�i� is the normalization constant

and P
II

�i� is given by eq. (8). In eq. (10), the reason why

the state distribution probability P
II

�i� is multiplied by

the state i is simply that the probability that any given

test mobile is in a cell with kÿ 1 other mobiles is

kP

II

�k�=�lP
II

�l�� times the probability that the test

mobile is in a cell with l ÿ 1 other mobiles. Hence, the

probability that the available rate to any mobile is less

than a threshold r
min

is given by

P�r < r

min

� �

1

G

XNII

i�n

i P

II

�i� ; �11�

where n is the smallest integer greater than C=r
min

and

P

II

�i� is given by eq. (8).

Finally, the new-call blocking probability caused by

limiting the number of mobiles to a threshold N

II

per

cell-cluster is readily calculated to be

P

B

�

�B��
N

II

=N
II

!

P
N

II

j�0
�B��

j

=j!

: �12�

In a system that supports both classes of traffic using

the intra-cell resource sharing schemes described in sec-

tion 3, the QoS and the steady-state distribution of real-

time connections can be calculated independently of

non-realtime connections by using the analysis of the

Realtime traffic where each base station can support up

to m

I

� C

I

=BW
I

(we assume that C
I

is a multiple of
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BW

I

) realtime connections, and C

I

is the bandwidth

assigned to class I in any scheduling scheme discussed in

section 3. This is due to the fact that class I connections

have pre-emptive priority to class II connections. In

addition, the hand-off dropping and forced call termina-

tion probability of class I connections is guaranteed to

be bounded based on eq. (5) independent of the offered

load. We calculate the QoS of class II connections by

using eqs. (8)^(11), and incorporating the steady-state

distribution of realtime connections in any radio cell. In

addition, for all three scheduling mechanism, we prove

that certain QoS can be guaranteed to class II connec-

tions independent of the load of either class of traffic.

4

� Complete Partitioning (CP) ^ In this scheduling

mechanism, the QoS of class II traffic can be calcu-

lated independently of class I traffic using eqs. (10)

and (11), where the base station capacity is C ÿ C

I

UB. Since under heavy traffic conditions, the steady

state distribution of the number of class II connection

approaches the binomial distribution given by eq.

(9), the average available rate and the probability that

the available rate is above a threshold can be guaran-

teed to class II connections

5

.

� Class I Complete Access (CA) ^ In this scheme, since

the whole base station capacity can be used by class I

connections and class II connections share the avail-

able base station bandwidth not used by class I con-

nections equally, the probability of a rate r being

available to a class II connection can be calculated as

follows:

P�r� �

1

P
N

k�0
kP

II

�k�

X

i;j2A
s

P

I

�i� j P
II

�j� ; �13�

where A

s

defines set of all combinations of i

(0 � i � C=BW
I

) and j (0 � j � N

II

) such that

�C ÿ i BW

I

�=j � r, P
I

�i� is the steady state probabil-

ity of having i class I connections in any radio cell

given by eq. (7), P
II

�j� is the steady state probability

of having j class II connections in any radio cell given

by eq. (8). The finite set of all possible rates A
R

can

be calculated by considering all combinations i and j.

Hence, the probability that the available rate to a

class II connection is smaller than a threshold r
min

can

be calculated:

P�r < r

min

� �

X

r2A
R

and r<r
min

P�r� ; �14�

whereP�r� is calculated in eq. (13). The average avail-

able rate to a class II call can be readily calculated as

well. The new call blocking of class II calls can be cal-

culated as specified in eq. (12). Since under heavy

load conditions the steady state probability of the

number of class I connection approaches the steady

state probability given by eqs. (5) and (7), and the

steady state distribution of class II connections

approaches the binomial distribution given by (9),

P�r < r

min

� has a limiting distribution and as a result

a certain QoS can be guaranteed to class II connec-

tions independent of the load of class I or class II

connections.

� Class I Restricted Access (RA) ^ The calculation of

the QoS for this scheduling mechanism is very similar

to the complete access (CA) case. The only difference

is that the amount of capacity that can be used by class

I calls is limited to C
I

< C and all possible values of i

are given by 0 � i � C

I

=BW
I

. Hence, corresponding

to any C

I

, A
s

and A

R

can be identified and the rate

probability (P�r�) as well as P�r < r

min

� can be calcu-

lated using eqs. (13) and (14). Using the same argu-

ment as in the complete sharing mechanism, a

predefined quality of service can be guaranteed to

class II calls independent of load conditions.

5. Numerical results and discussion

In this section, we provide some numerical results

for the QoS provided in a cellular system with cell-clus-

ter-based call admission control supporting realtime and

non-realtime traffic using the results of section 4. In

addition, we compare the three scheduling mechanisms

discussed in section 3, and discuss the results.

First of all, as we discussed in section 4, the QoS of

class I is independent of the class II traffic and depending

on realtime traffic characteristics, the admission thresh-

old, and the amount of bandwidth C
I

assigned to class I

traffic in each cell, a predefined QoS can be guaranteed.

We showed in section 4 that for any scheduling mechan-

ism a certain QoS can be guaranteed to class II calls.

This is shown in Fig. 2 where we have plotted the prob-

ability that the available rate per class II connection is

less than 0.8 units of bandwidth (P�r < 0:8 UB�) as a

function of class I and II traffic loads. In this figure, we

consider a cell-cluster consisting of seven cells (B � 7)

each providing C � 20 UB. Restricted access (RA) is

used in every base station whereC
I

� 15UB can be used

by class I connections, and each class I connection

utilizes BW
I

� 1 UB. The admission threshold for both

class I and class II calls is 60 calls per cell-

cluster(N
I

� N

II

� 60). As one can see, at high load,

P�r < 0:8 UB� approaches an asymptote very rapidly

protecting the already admitted connections from

congestion.

4

We note that the steady state distribution of the number of connec-

tions of either class can be used in our analysis since during the rela-

tively long admission period the admission threshold of different

classes remains unchanged.

5

We assume that the call holding time is large compared to average

time between two hand-off events in the system.
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An interesting and valuable study is the comparison

of the three resource sharing schemes. As an example, we

consider a system where each cell-cluster consists of

seven base stations each having a capacity of C � 70

UB. In every radio cell, the arrival rate of class I calls is

�
I

� 6 calls per unit of time and the arrival rate of class

II calls is �
II

� 14:5 calls per unit of time. In addition,

the average call holding time of both classes is 1 unit of

time (1=�
I

� 1=�
II

� 1), and the average time a call

spends with any base station prior to a handing-off to

another is 0.2 units of time (h
I

� h

II

� 5). Furthermore,

each class I connection requiresBW
I

� 5 UB.Wewould

like to provide a QoS as defined by: (1) the new call

blocking probability to be less than 1% for both classes

of traffic; (2) the probability that the average available

bandwidth to a class II call is less than 0.8UB to be smal-

ler than 0.01 (P�r < 0:8 UB� < 0:01); (3) the average

available bandwidth to any class II connection to be

greater than 1 UB; (4) and, class I hand-off dropping

probability to be less than 1%.We have limited the num-

ber of class I calls to N
I

� 70 and the number of class II

calls toN
II

� 119 per cell-cluster. Based on the specified

traffic and system parameters (N
I

;N
II

;C;C
I

;BW
I

) the

new call blocking probability of either class of traffic is

less than 1% and the average available rate to a class II

connection is greater than 1 UB for all three scheduling

schemes. In Fig. 3, we have plotted the QoS (in terms of

hand-off dropping probability for class I and

P�r < 0:8 UB� for class II) of CP, and RA sharing

mechanisms as a function of the base station capacity

assigned to class I traffic (C
I

) and compared them to the

QoS of the CA mechanism. As is shown in Fig. 3, only

the Restricted Access (RA) scheme can provide both a

P�r < 0:8 UB� < 0:01 for class II connections , and a

class I hand-off dropping probability smaller than 1%.

In other words, only the restricted access scheme can

satisfy all four QoS objectives. It can be easily shown

that both CA and RA scheduling mechanisms provide a

better QoS than the partitioning scheme. This is due to

the fact that in the CP scheme the base station capacity

not utilized by class I traffic is wasted. The reason why

RA scheduling mechanism performs better than the CA

scheme in this example is that often the desired QoS of

class I calls can be achieved by allocating them a capacity

smaller than the total base station capacity (C
I

< C).

This would result in more bandwidth being available to

class II connections. In other words, by making the total

base station capacity available to class I connections, a

QoS better than their objective can be achieved at the

expense of an unacceptableQoS to class II connections.

Another important factor that is usually considered

in traffic integration problems is the ratio between band-

width used by different classes and the effect of statistical

multiplexing [17]. We discuss this problem in the follow-

ing example. We consider a cell-cluster consisting of

seven base stations (B � 7) each providing 50, 100, or

500 UB under heavy load conditions. The call admission

controller sets the admission threshold for class I and

class II calls such that the forced termination probability

of class I calls is less than 1%, the probability that the

available bandwidth to class II calls is less than 0.8 UB is

less than 1%, and average available bandwidth to class

II calls (BW
II ;desired

) is greater than 1 UB . We define the

efficiency of each class to be the ratio N

i

BW

i

=�B C�,

whereN
i

the number of class i connections, BW
i

is equal

toBW
I

for class I, or equal toBW
II ;desired for class II traf-

fic, B is the number of base stations, and C is the total

base station capacity. In Fig. 4, We have plotted the effi-

ciency of class II traffic as a function of the efficiency of

class I traffic for Complete Access (CA) scheduling

mechanism. Obviously, as we reduce the number of class

I connections in the system, a larger number of class II

connections can be admitted while satisfying the desired

Fig. 2. Class II QoS as a function of class I and II Erlang loads.

Fig. 3. A performance comparison of different resource sharing

schemes.
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QoS. As one can see, by increasing the base station capa-

city, the wireless resources can be utilized more effi-

ciently which is a result of trunking efficiency. Secondly,

an increase in the bandwidth of class I connections,

results in a reduction of the system utilization. The per-

centage of this reduction depends on the base station

capacity, as well the number of class I calls.

In a sense, results shown in Fig. 4 identify an admis-

sion region for the wireless network supporting multiple

classes of traffic with QoS guarantees. This is an exten-

sion of the admissible load region defined for broadband

switching in [11]. The admission region of a cell-cluster

in a mobile/wireless network defines all possible combi-

nations of the number of wireless/mobile connections

with different classes of traffic that can be admitted to a

cell-cluster such that the QoS desired by each class of

traffic is maintained. In Fig. 5, we have plotted two

admission regions corresponding to two sets of class I

and class II connections for a cell-cluster withB � 7 base

station. In this example, each base station provides 50

UB, and the call admission controller sets the admission

threshold for class I and class II calls such that the forced

termination probability of class I calls is less than 1%,

the probability that the available bandwidth to class II

calls is less than 0.8 UB is less than 1%, and average

available bandwidth to class II calls (BW
II ;desired ) is

greater than 1 UB. Similar to Fig. 4, we consider the sys-

tem under heavy load conditions using a CA scheduling

mechanism. The inner region corresponds to the case

where each class I connection requires 5 UB, and the

outer region corresponds to the case where each class I

connection requires 1 UB. Based on Figs. 4 and 5, and

the results of section 4, we note that the size and the

shape of a wireless admission region depends on band-

width requirements of each class of traffic (BW
i

), base

station capacity (C), the size of the cell-cluster (B), and

the scheduling mechanism (CP, CA, RA). The wireless

admission region is defined based on the connection-

level quality of service as defined in section 2, as com-

pared to the admissible load region defined for example

in [11] which is based on the packet-level quality of ser-

vice. Both of these regions need to be taken into account

in order to provide packet- and connection-level qual-

ity-of-service in wireless/mobile networks.

6. Conclusion

Quality-of-service provisioning in micro/picocellular

networks supporting multiple classes of traffic necessi-

tates distributed control of wireless network resources.

These resources need to be allocated is such a way that

when awireless terminal hands-off fromone access point

to another, network resources are available with an

acceptably high probability. In addition, these control

functions need to be simple enough such that a high rate

of hand-off events can be accommodated. The call

admission region and parameters of the resource sharing

scheme need to be updated periodically in order to adapt

to changing traffic conditions and to make use of the

scarce radio spectrum efficiently. In addition, the

resource sharing in each base station needs to be per-

formed in a decentralized fashion in order to adapt to

rapidly changing number of connections in each radio

cell. The combination of these two elements enable us to

guarantee a predefined QoS to different traffic classes

in the complex environment of microcellular networks

supporting multimedia traffic. The adaptive control

methodology presented in this paper can be extended to

support a large number of connection classes and to

Fig. 4. Effect of base station capacity and required bandwidth for class

I on the admission region using class I complete access scheduling

mechanism.

Fig. 5. Admission region of a cell-cluster with seven base station each

with a capacity of C � 50 UB for class I complete access scheduling

mechanism.
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incorporate dynamic/hybrid channel allocation

schemes.
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